Stephen Abraham Digital Adobe Portfolio
Below are some of my Graphic Design works that I was made with the use of the Adobe Suite, primarily
using Photoshop, Illustrator, After Effects. Most of these works are stills, depicting various motifs. This is a
culmination of works that I did over my college years; some as class work and some as personal projects.

Digital Motif created using Photoshop/Illustrator/InDesign. Created as a motif for the movie Fight
Club and to allude to the split personality theme presented in the film. Based on psychological
research conducted externally and observed through breakdown of thematic structures in the
film, then recreated on paper, following which it was transferred for a Digital Upgrade.

Digital motif created for the movie Fight Club as final project for Visual Studies Class. Based on
the duality of Good Vs Evil theme presented in the film. Created in Photoshop/Illustrator.

Hand- Drawn motifs based on the Suprematism art movement. Shapes included basic
Pythagorean shapes with a specific allusion to the ideas of Death and Life. Scanned following
which, digitally contrasted through Photoshop and tiled in Illustrator to create an iterative motif.

Digital Motif based four iterations of a specific frame from a film of our own choice. Created in
Photoshop/InDesign.

Abstract Animation created using shapes with a specific gradient spectrumfrom0 to 1: Black to
White. The theme for this project was the “Idea of time and the passiveness of life”. Created in
Photoshop/Illustrator/Aftereffects.

Individual project on a specific entertainment medium- the medium shown above is the popular
manga/TV show Death Note. Six different motifs compiled together and re-edited to create a
compiled motif iterating a specific theme- The dual nature of morality in today’s world. Includes
four hand- painted sections based on a digital rendering and 2 printed sections based on distilled
recreations of compiled images. Created in Photoshop/Illustrator/InDesign/Hand painted
Techniques

